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Press release 
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Eurocash Group announces 2017 financial results and unveils strategy 

to 2023 

 

• Eurocash Group generated nearly PLN 23.2 billion in sales in 2017, nearly 10% more than 

in the previous year. The key revenue growth driver was consolidation of the companies 

acquired at the end of 2016 and start of 2017.  

• Gross consolidated profit on sales went up last year by 15% y/y to PLN 2.44 billion, driven 

by higher gross margins in the Retail segment.  

• Normalised EBITDA* reached PLN 361 million, compared to PLN 440 million in 2016. The 

decline in EBITDA results from lower profitability in the Independent Wholesale segment, 

additional costs related to integration of the acquired companies and other one-off costs, as 

well as further investments in the development of new strategic projects.  

• Eurocash Group’s net profit in 2017 on a normalised basis was PLN 85 million, compared 

to PLN 190 million in the preceding year. Aside from the decline in EBITDA profitability, net 

profit was also negatively affected by higher finance costs resulting from growth in debt.  

• In 2017, Eurocash Group recorded strong positive cash flows from operating activities, 

amounting to PLN 494 million, which corresponds to 137% of normalised EBITDA.  

• Eurocash Group’s strategic goal is to create the largest supermarket chain in Poland. 

Independent entrepreneurs will be able to join the chain on a franchise basis. In order to 

speed up its expansion, the chain will also be developed by opening new own stores 

(together with partners from the real estate sector) and further acquisitions of local 

supermarket chains.  

• Over the next five years, Eurocash Group plans to open approx. 900 new stores, also in the 

franchise model. Total capital expenditures on retail chain development are estimated at 

approx. PLN 1-2 billion (including the real estate partners’ share).  

• In the wholesale business, Eurocash Group will focus on integrating specific business units, 

sharing the best solutions developed in each of the formats and on capturing synergies.  

• A cost optimisation programme launched in 2017 is expected to generate approx. PLN 150 

million in savings by 2020.  

• As regards new projects, Eurocash Group intends to focus on developing the most 

promising formats, such as Duży Ben, and on expanding the fresh product distribution 

project for all of the franchise chains supported by the Group.  
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Comments on Eurocash Group’s results 

“In 2017, we recorded sales growth in each of our segments. The strongest growth was in the retail 

segment, where it was driven by the acquisitions completed at the end of 2016 and start of 2017, 

especially the acquisition of the EKO supermarket chain. The costs to integrate these sites with 

Delikatesy Centrum are having a short-term impact on the Group’s profitability,” said Jacek 

Owczarek, member of Eurocash Group’s management board and CFO.  

In 2017, 55 EKO stores were rebranded as Delikatesy Centrum. The Delikatesy Centrum chain 

also gained another 30 locations, bringing its total number of stores to 1171 at the end of 2017.  

“As previously announced, we continued to restructure the Cash&Carry chain in 2017, which 

currently, after closing 10 wholesale outlets, has 180 locations. About 72% of sales generated by 

the shutdown locations was transferred to the other wholesale sites, which even exceeded our 

expectations, while restructuring costs were in line with our assumptions. We are estimating that 

these optimisation activities will bring an additional PLN 10 million in savings. Eurocash Serwis 

also recorded weaker results in 2017 due to low margin on impulse products and additional costs 

related to the reorganisation of logistics. Profitability at Group level was also under pressure from 

rising labour costs,” said Jacek Owczarek.  

Last year, Eurocash Group continued to develop new retail formats (such as Duży Ben, abc na 

kołach and Kontigo) and its fresh product distribution project. These investments subtracted 

approx. PLN 48 million from EBITDA during the year, compared to PLN 40 million in the previous 

year, which is in line with the management’s assumptions. Following the success of projects such 

as Faktoria Win and PayUp, Eurocash Group is ready to offer independent entrepreneurs in 

Poland the concept of a modern store with alcohol beverages – Duży Ben – on a franchise basis, 

which would help them in competing against discount stores. On the other hand, the Group 

suspended the development of its convenience stores 1minute due to a lack of an appropriate 

product offering for this type of store.  

 

Eurocash Group’s strategy through to 2023 

According to its updated 2023 strategy, Eurocash Group intends to develop the largest 

supermarket chain in Poland based on own and franchise stores. 

“At the core of this chain will be the existing Delikatesy Centrum and EKO stores as well as Mila 

stores, for the acquisition of which we still need approval from the Office of Competition and 

Consumer Protection. Overall, this is nearly 1600 locations. We see the potential to open up about 

900 new stores in the next five years, including some in partnership with entrepreneurs who will 

want to join this idea. This way, we will create a chain of around 2400 proximity supermarkets, 

recognisable all over Poland,” said Luis Amaral, Eurocash Group’s CEO.  

The franchise model will be at the core of further expansion, supported by additional acquisitions of 

local chains and the set up of stores from the ground up (together with partners from the real 

estate sector). This way, it will not be just entrepreneurs from south-eastern Poland who have 

access to this prominent retail brand. Marketing positioning for such a chain in nationwide media 

will also be much more cost effective than it currently is. Furthermore, store owners in the largest 

cities will also be able to use an online store that is being designed for them using experience 

gained from Frisco.pl and others. 
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In the wholesale business, Eurocash Group will focus on integrating the specific business units, 

sharing the best solutions developed in each of the formats and on capturing group synergies.  

“Eurocash Group has in recent years been heavily investing in the competitiveness of its clients – 

Polish independent entrepreneurs. Each wholesale business retained a certain level of flexibility so 

as to best adapt its offering to the needs and expectations of its clients. But the synergies that are 

offered by the Group’s scale were not fully exploited. This is why we have decided on a deeper 

integration of our wholesale businesses, with planned savings coming from joint tender procedures 

for non-retail purchases and services, as well as from implementing a more efficient approach to 

fuel or electricity consumption. This will also involve greater levels of know-how sharing among 

business units,” Jacek Owczarek explained.  

Eurocash Group also intends to expand its fresh product delivery project, which as of now is being 

implemented at the Delikatesy Centrum chain only. Eventually, stores in other chains supported by 

Eurocash Group will also be included in this project. 

“This way, we will create the first nationwide network for the distribution of high quality fresh 

products, which will be one of the key competitive advantages enjoyed by independent small-

format stores, allowing them to successfully compete for clients with the discounters. Proper scale 

is needed in order to ensure appropriate product quality and freshness. We are estimating that the 

fresh product delivery project will reach its break-even point in 2019,” said Jacek Owczarek.  

Eurocash Group’s intention is to raise the competitiveness of retail stores operated by independent 

entrepreneurs in Poland. The experienced gained at its own stores will eventually be transferred to 

its franchisees. Aside from access to a platform for fresh product deliveries, in the future 

independent entrepreneurs will gain access to an advanced CRM platform, allowing them to adapt 

their promotional deals to local consumers.  

“A healthy and re-organised wholesale business, generating strong operating cash flows, will be 

the main source of financing for the expansion of the retail segment. Thanks to a low debt ratio, we 

have significant capacity to secure external financing,” summarised the member of Eurocash 

Group’s management board.  

 

Eurocash Group’s selected consolidated financial results 

PLN milion 2017 2016 y/y change 

Revenue from sales 23 271 21 220 +10% 

Gross profit on sales 2 441 2 112 +16% 

Gross sales margin 10.5% 10.0% +0.5pp 

EBITDA* 361 440 -18% 

EBITDA margin* 1.6% 2.1% -0.5pp 

Net profit / loss* 85 190 -55% 

Net margin* 0.4% 0.9% -0,5pp 

 

*** 
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Eurocash Group is the largest Polish business operating in the wholesale distribution of food and 

in providing marketing support to independent Polish retailers. The franchise and partner chains 

supported by Eurocash include over 14 000 independent stores operating under brands such as 

abc, Groszek, Delikatesy Centrum, Lewiatan, Euro Sklep and Gama. 

 

*** 

For more information, please visit www.eurocash.pl or contact:  
 
Cezary Giza 
Eurocash S.A. 
tel. (+48) 693 930 415 
cezary.giza@eurocash.pl 

Krzysztof Woch 
NBS Communications 
tel. (+48) 516 173 691 
kwoch@nbs.com.pl 
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